Welcome to the Badsley Book of Records! Each day you will be given a new challenge. Your
task is to try and achieve the highest score in your year group and Key Stage. There will be
prizes for those who create new records and your photos will be recorded in the Badsley
Book of Records.

Day 1 – Crazy Clothes Pegs!
Day 2 – Sock Shots!
Day 3 – Timed Towers!
Day 4 – Only Smarties have the answer!
Day 5 – Bonkers ball bounce!
You will need a few resources each day so
make sure you look in advance and check
you have them!
Send your name, class & score to
challenges@badsleyprimary.org
Each day there will be a link to a bonus challenge. Can
you beat the teacher? Record your scores and send
them in along with your name and class to

challenges@badsleyprimary.org

Day

Task

Monday

Tuesday
Wednesday

Get some smarties or something similar and
a straw… set a timer, in a minute, how many
smarties can you transfer from one plate to
another using only the straw?

Friday

Find a ball you are comfortable with throwing
and catching and a wall to throw it
against…how many times can you throw and
catch the ball off the wall in a minute ?

Results

Send your name, class, evidence (photos/ videos) and your scores to challenges@badsleyprimary.org. Want to show the rest of
school? Tweet your pictures to @Badsleyprimary on twitter!



Link to beat the
teacher

Fill your clothes with pegs… set a 1 minute
timer, how many pegs can you pinch off in a
minute? Complete it the opposite way
round? Record how many pegs you unpeg in
1 minute.
Grab as many balls of socks as you can.
Set a timer for one minute, how many can
you throw into the wash basket in a minute?
How many cereal pieces/pennies can you
stack in one minute?

Thursday



Results

Follow the link to see your Key Stages’ league tables.

